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Abstract

Perfect simulation refers to the art of converting suitable Markov Chain
Monte Carlo algorithms into algorithms which return exact draws from the
target distribution, instead of long-time approximations. The theoretical
concepts underlying perfect simulation have a long history, but they were
first drawn together to form a practical simulation technique in the ground-
breaking paper of Propp and Wilson [78], which showed (for example) how
to obtain exact draws from (for example) the critical Ising model. These lec-
ture notes are organized around four main themes of perfect simulation: the
original or classic Coupling From The Past algorithm (CFTP); variations
which exploit regeneration ideas such as small-set or split-chain construc-
tions from Markov chain theory (small-setCFTP); generalizations ofCFTP
which deal with non-monotonic and non-uniformly ergodic examples (dom-
inatedCFTP); and finally some theoretical complements.
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Introduction

Perfect simulation refers to the art of converting suitable Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) algorithms into algorithms which return exact draws from the target distribu-
tion, instead of long-time approximations. The theoretical concepts underlying perfect
simulation have a long history, but they were first drawn together to form a practical sim-
ulation technique in the ground-breaking paper of Propp and Wilson [78], which showed
how (for example) to obtain exact draws from the critical Ising model on a finite lattice.
These notes derive from a series of four tutorial lectures given at the Institute for Mathe-
matical Sciences, National University of Singapore, in March 2004, to an audience of PhD
students and recent post-docs. The aim of the lectures was to introduce the collection of
ideas which have developed around perfect simulation, since some of the audience might
well have occasion to use the technique, and since in any case exposure to these ideas
promotes useful lateral thinking aboutMCMC. I have tried to be rigorous, in the sense of
avoiding mis-statements, but have not attempted to give a complete account. Some proofs
and techniques are merely sketched, while some are omitted. In the actual lectures it was
possible to illustrate many of the ideas using computer animations; this is not an option
for printed notes, but in partial recompense I have included illustrations where possible. I
have aimed the exposition at the level of a mathematically-trained graduate student; so ex-
amples are chosen to be illustrative rather than representative. Itis possible to useCFTP
for other than toy problems, but such examples would require detailed descriptions which
would obscure intuition.
The lectures and these notes have alike been organized around four main themes of per-
fect simulation: the original or classic Coupling From The Past algorithm (CFTP) in §1;
variations which exploit regeneration ideas such as small-set or split-chain constructions
from Markov chain theory (small-setCFTP) in §2; generalizations ofCFTPwhich deal
with non-monotonic and non-uniformly ergodic examples (dominatedCFTP) in §3; and
finally in §4 some striking results relatingCFTP to an apparently different algorithm due
originally to Fill, as well as other theoretical complements.
The topic of perfect simulation is made up of a variety of interacting ideas rather than a
single grand theory: more of an orchestra of complementary techniques than a virtuoso
prima donnaof a Big Theory. I hope that these notes will help to convey this variety, and
to help others to engage with, be stimulated by, and contribute to the topic.

Useful reading

Here is a sample of useful resources concerning perfect simulation (particularlyCFTP)
and the underlying coupling ideas:

• Lindvall’s introduction to coupling [62] (now available as [63]) should be required
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reading for all applied probabilists, and lays invaluable foundations for an appreci-
ation of coupling theory;

• Thorisson’s monograph [92] gives a masterly exposition of the mathematical theory
of coupling as well as a treatment ofCFTP itself; Häggstr̈om’s short undergradu-
ate text [39] provides a most accessible introduction at the level of discrete Markov
chains; finally, the monograph [71] of Møller and Waagepetersen provides signif-
icant material from the perspective of stochastic geometry (a major consumer of
CFTP!).

• It is not possible in the short space afforded by these notes to be complete in assign-
ing bibliographic credit, nor to give adequate coverage to the various applications
of CFTP. The online bibliography developed by David Wilson should be the first
port of call when seeking references toCFTP:

http://research.microsoft.com/ ∼dbwilson/exact/

• Finally, note that Wilson’s online bibliography links to various useful tutorial es-
says; in particular we mention Casellaet. al.[18], Dimakos [26] and Tḧonnes [90].

6
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1 CFTP: the classic case

We begin this section with a brief indication of howCFTPfits in to the theory ofMCMC.
We then discuss one of the simplest possible examples of coupling (§1.1), before describ-
ing classicCFTPas applied to the doubly-reflecting random walk (§1.2). This serves as
introduction to the fundamental theorem ofCFTP (§1.3), which is further illustrated by
two simple applications: to the dead leaves model (§1.4) and to the Ising model (§1.5).
The section is completed by a rather less trivial application to point processes (§1.6) and
a discussion ofCFTP in space and time (§1.7), and finally a brief note on some historical
and other complementary aspects ofCFTP(§1.8).
MCMC arises in a number of different areas of mathematical science, with different em-
phases. (This makes interaction interesting and fruitful!) Here are some examples, several
of which are discussed at length in other chapters in this volume:

• Statistical mechanics.Are there phase transition phenomena in specific infinite-
dimensional systems? How do they behave?

• Computer science. Approximate counting problems can be solved in terms of
algorithms which deliver approximately uniform random samples, which in turn
can be solved usingMCMC. In this area the key question is, how does the algo-
rithm behave as the scale of the problem increases? Does the run-time increase
exponentially, or polynomially?

• Image analysis.Given a noisy picture with some kind of geometric content: can
we clean it up using modelling by spatial random fields? Can we identify signifi-
cant features?

• Statistics.

– Bayesian.Can we draw accurately (andquickly if possible!) from the pos-
terior distribution on a space which may be low-dimensional but not at all
symmetric?

– Frequentist. What does the likelihood surface look like?

The paradigm for Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) runs as follows. We want to
understand the properties of a particular probability measure, which may be linked to
a complicated state space, or may be specified in an indirect manner, or may in some
other way be hard to deal with by explicit calculation. So we design a suitable Markov
chain whose long-run equilibrium distribution is this probability measure. Sometimes this
chain will arise naturally from the application context (if for example we are interested
in the statistical equilibrium of a financial time series); sometimes it is suggested by the
specification (if for example the probability measure is specified up to a normalization
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factor as for the Ising model, so that we can use ideas of detailed balance and reversibility
to design appropriate Markov chains). However the chain arises, we require that the target
probability measure is the long-run equilibrium measure. We can then draw samples
whose distribution is at least approximately the target probability measure, by running the
chain for a time which is long enough for statistical equilibrium to be established at least
approximately.
Thus the paradigm runs as follows:

• specify the target distribution indirectly;

• realize it as the equilibrium of a Markov chain;

• sampleapproximatelyfrom the target distribution by running the Markov chain for
a long time (till it is near equilibrium).

A major question is, what is the length of the “burn-in” period, the period till the chain is
near equilibrium? Options for answering this question are:

Guess it or diagnose it from simulation output [15, 22];

Or estimate it, analytically [25, 80, 83, 84], or empirically [47].

The question is, whether it is ever possible to do better than the above?
In a landmark paper, Propp and Wilson [78] showed how in in principle one can modify
MCMC algorithms so that they deliverexactdraws from the chain equilibrium distribu-
tion, at a price of random run-time length: the technique ofexactor perfect simulation.
Moreover they showed how such modifications can be constructed to provide exact draws
in feasible computation time for interesting and non-trivial examples. Since then there
has been a flood of work on the Propp-Wilson idea ofCoupling from the Past(CFTP). In
this lecture we will introduceCFTP by describing simple cases, which we will develop
into examples of interest particularly in Bayesian statistics and stochastic geometry (the
study of random patterns).
Before beginning this task, we should note there is another important issue to consider
when undertakingMCMC: the best chains not only have short or at least manageable
burn-in periods, but alsomix rapidly (time series of [functions of] observations exhibit
rapidly decaying correlation). Perfect simulation does not address this issue directly –
though the challenge of devising modifications to ensure perfect simulationmaysuggest
ways of improving the mixing rate.

8
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1.1 Coupling and convergence: the binary switch

1.1 Coupling and convergence: the binary switch

We commence by introducing the fundamental idea ofcouplinga (see [63, 92] for more
on this large subject).
Consider the simplest possible case: a continuous-time Markov chain with just two states,
which makes transitions from one state to the other at constant rate1/α (the binary
switch). With care, we can simulate simultaneously from different starting points in such a
manner that the two simulationscouple(start to take the same values) from some random
coupling timeT onwards.

Algorithm 1.1 Supply

(a) a Poisson process (rate1/α) of 0→ 1 transitions,

(b) independently a Poisson process (rate1/α) of 1→ 0 transitions.

Use the transitions to build coupled processesX, Y begun at0, 1 (say). Do this as
follows: each time a0→ 1 transition appears, setX to 1. Each time a1→ 0 transition
appears, setX to 0. Do the same forY . ClearlyX, Y are (coupled) copies of the binary
switch, coupling at the timeT of the first Poisson incident, after which they evolve in
lock-step.

Figure 1: Coupled binary switchesX andY (lower two rows), driven by the same
sequences of0→ 1 and1→ 0 transitions (upper two rows)

aCoupling, stochastic flows, also the notion of stochastic recursive sequences, arise in different
parts of probability and stochastic analysis, but all express the same idea: one can realize the
Markov chain of interest by a specific construction which allows one to compare different copies of
the Markov chain begun at different starting points; the construction is not completely determined
by the Markov chain but can be varied so long as single trajectories have the right distribution.

9
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1.2 Random walk CFTP

Then the classiccoupling inequalityargument shows

distTV(Xt, π) = sup
A
{P [Xt ∈ A]− π(A)} =

1
2

∑
i

|P [Xt = i]− πi|

= sup
A
{E [I [Xt ∈ A]− I [X∗

t ∈ A]]} ≤ sup
A
{E [I [Xt ∈ A butX∗

t 6= Xt]]}

= E [I [X∗
t 6= Xt]] = P [T > t] (1)

(with I [A] representing the indicator random variable for the eventA), where

(1) π is the equilibrium distribution, soπ(0) = π(1) = 1/2;

(2) X∗ is a (coupled) copy of the Markov chainX started off in equilibrium (hence
lying betweenX andY , and continuing to do so if driven by the construction
above);

(3) and distTV is the total variation distance. (Note, this is a rather strong measure
of distance from equilibrium; two real-valued random variables can almost surely
have values very close together, and yet have maximum distance in total variation
if one takes only rational values and the other takes only irrational values! Other
kinds of coupling relate to more metric notions of distance.)

The coupling argument generalizes to arbitrary Markov chains:

(a) if we can couple a general Markov chainX to a versionY in statistical equilibrium,
then such a coupling bounds the approach to equilibrium throughEquation (1);

(b) if we allow non-adaptedcouplings then the bound is sharp [36, 38];

(c) however, non-adapted couplings can be very difficult to construct!Co-adapted
couplings are typically easier to construct, and can supply usable bounds but in
many cases these will not be sharp. (This point arises again in§4.4.)

Can we use such a coupling todraw from equilibrium? The binary switch example is
deceptive:X(T ) is in equilibrium in the case of the binary switch, but not in general –
a defect which becomes apparent even in one of the simplest imaginable generalizations,
which we will now discuss.

1.2 Random walkCFTP

Consider the natural generalization of the above coupling, but applied (in discrete rather
than continuous time) to the random walkX on {1, 2, . . . , N} which is reflectedat the
boundary points1, N . Reflection here is implemented as follows: if the random walk

10
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1.2 Random walk CFTP

tries to move outside of the range{1, 2, . . . , N} then the relevant transition is simply
disallowed (this is directly analogous to the way in which the binary switch behaves). We
then obtainsynchronouscoupling (synchronously coupled random walks move up and
down in parallel, except where prevented by barriers from moving in synchronization):
the coupled random walks can only meet together at the barrier levels1, N . ThusX(T )
cannot be a draw from equilibrium ifN > 2.
The Propp-Wilson idea circumvents this problem by drawing on a well-established theme
from ergodic theory: realize a Markov chain as a stochastic flow and evolve it not into the
future butfrom the past! If we do this then we need to consider coupled realizations of the
Markov chain started at all possible starting points. However if monotonicity is present
then we need only focus on maximal and minimal processes, as for the binary switch in
Section 1.1:

X lower,−n begun at1 at time−n,

Xupper,−n begun atN at time−n;

since the synchronous coupling arranges for these tosandwichall other realizations begun
at time−n. We can therefore carry out an algorithm which is summarized informally
below, and which is illustrated inFigure 2.

Algorithm 1.2 • Run upper and lower processes from time−n.

• If the processes are coupled by time0, return the common value.

• Otherwise, repeat but start at time−2n (say), re-using randomness whenever pos-
sible.

It is informative to consider a crude implementation ofCFTPfor this simple case, for ex-
ample using the freely available statistical packageR(seehttp://cran.r-project.
org/ ). First define a listinnov of innovations determining the evolution from time−2
to time0.

innov <- 2 * rbinom(2,1,1/2)-1

Now construct a functioncycle which simulates maximal (upper ) and minimal (lower )
reflecting random walks on the state space{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} usinginnov . This
function returns the common value if maximal and minimal processes coalesce; otherwise
it returnsNA.

cycle <- function (innov) {
upper <- 10
lower <- 1

11
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1.2 Random walk CFTP

for (i in 1:length(innov)) {
upper <- min(max(upper+innov[i],1),10)
lower <- min(max(lower+innov[i],1),10)
}

if (upper!=lower) return(NA)
upper
}

If cycle(innov) returnsNA (and clearly in this example it has to do so at least until
the innovation length is sufficient to permit one of the maximal and minimal processes
to cross from one end of the state space to the other) then further innovations must be
inserted at the beginning of theinnov vector, andcycle(innov) invoked again. This
is conveniently packaged in awhile loop.

while(is.na(cycle(innov)))
innov <- c(2 * rbinom(length(innov),1,1/2)-1, innov)

cycle(innov)

Of courseR is not well-suited to this kind of algorithm, other than for purely illustra-
tive purposes: much better results can be obtained using modern scripting languages
such asPython (http://www.python.org/ ), particularly withnumarray extensions
(http://www.stsci.edu/resources/software hardware/numarray ).
Figure 2shows the effect of four cycles, resulting in a common value at time0 on the
third cycle.

Figure 2: ClassicCFTPfor a reflecting random walk. Coalescence occurs at time
-16 for this realization.

Various issues are illustrated in this figure:

12
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1.3 The CFTPtheorem

• The algorithm extends the common path backwards into the past, not forwards into
the future;

• One must use common randomness (in coupling random walks together) andre-
useit (when coming from the past into a time interval within which random walks
have already been simulated);

• One samples at time0, not at the coupling time;

• There is a simplerationalefor doubling the start-time−n→ −2n: this essentially
represents a binary search for the coalescence time.

It is informative to consider what goes wrong if one deviates from this algorithm:

• suppose one runs the simulation into the future, not from the past, stopping (say)
at a specified timet after coupling has first occurred. Since coupling occurs only
at the boundaries, it can be shown in this case that the approximation to the equi-
librium distribution is no better than if one had omitted the initial coupling phase
completely!

• suppose one fails to re-use randomness. We expect this to bias towards cases in
which coalescence occurs earlier in algorithmic time (since failure to re-use ran-
domness would improve the chances of fast coalescence, essentially by permitting
repeated attempts to coalesce over time intervals[−2kn, 0]), and this is indeed the
case;

• Sampling at coupling time instead of time0 is obviously a bad idea; sampling an
independentrandom walk at this time will still give a biased result.

1.3 TheCFTP theorem

Morally the proof of classicCFTP is just3 lines long. We express the coupling forX in
terms of randominput-output mapsF(−u,v] : X → X , soF(−n,t](x0) isXt begun at time
−n with the valueX−n = x0.

Theorem 1.3 [78] If coalescenceis almost sure inAlgorithm 1.2(all inputsx0 result in
the same single outputF(−n,0](x0) for large enoughn) thenCFTPsamples from equilib-
rium.

Proof: For each time-range[−n,∞) use theF(−n,t] to define

X−n
t = F(−n,t](0) for − n ≤ t .

13
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1.4 The falling leaves of Fontainebleau

Finite coalescence time−T is assumed.So

X−n
0 = X−T

0 whenever− n ≤ −T ;
L

(
X−n

0

)
= L

(
X0

n

)
.

If X converges to an equilibriumπ in total variation distTV then

distTV(L
(
X−T

0

)
, π) = lim

n
distTV(L

(
X−n

0

)
, π) = lim

n
distTV(L

(
X0

n

)
, π) = 0

hence the result. �

There is a crucial step in the classic proof of uniqueness and existence of long-run equilib-
rium for finite Markov chains which actually amounts to the assertion that coalescence is
almost sure even for theindependentcoupling (chains evolve independently till they meet,
then stick together). This is the step which argues that under aperiodicity and irreducibil-
ity there is ann such that all then-step transition probabilitiesp(n)

ij are simultaneously
positive.

Remark 1.4 We are free to chooseany“backwards random time”−T so long as we can
guarantee coalescence ofF(−T,0]. The binary search approach ofrandom walkCFTPis
deservedly popular, but there are alternatives: for example the “block-by-block” strategy
of read-onceCFTP(§2.6).

Remark 1.5 Monotonicity of the target process isconvenientfor CFTP, but notessential.
Propp and Wilson [78, §3.2] use lattice theory to formalize the use of monotonicity. In
§3.6below we describe thecrossover trick[51] for use in anti-monotonic situations.

1.4 The falling leaves of Fontainebleau

A very visual and geometric application ofCFTPin mathematical geology [55] was well-
known to workers in the field well before the introduction ofCFTP itself: it concerns the
“dead-leaves” model, inspired by the falling leaves of Fontainebleau. The dead-leaves
model describes a random mosaic as the limiting distribution of the random pattern ob-
tained by allowing patterned tiles (“leaves”) to fall at random on a window.Figure 3
shows the pattern beginning to build up. We can think of the “dead-leaves” process as a
Markov chain with states which are elements of some “pattern space”.
David Wilson has introduced the terminologyocclusionCFTP for this kind ofCFTP:
the algorithm builds up the result piece-by-piece with no back-tracking, and the even-
tual perfect image is built up progressively, with each new portion “occluding” further
developments in the corresponding region.

14
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1.4 The falling leaves of Fontainebleau

Figure 3: The falling leaves of Fontainebleau.

It is rather straightforward to make exact computations for the rate at which this chain
attains equilibrium. However one can do better, very easily, by considering the pattern as
it is built up, but from the perspective of looking up from underneath, rather than from on
top looking down! Elementary probability arguments show, at any given time the pattern
distribution is the same from either perspective. On the other hand the pattern viewed
from below will stop changing as soon as complete coverage is attained; and it is then a
simple matter to conclude that at that time (the time of complete occlusion) one obtains
a draw from the required equilibrium distribution (this argument is actually close to that
of the proof ofTheorem 1.3: F(−n,t] now represents the superposition of random leaves
falling over the period(−n, t]). Hence

Corollary 1.6 OcclusionCFTP as described above delivers a sample from the dead
leaves distribution.

Example 1.7 Consider the process of simulatingforwardsin time till the image is com-
pletely covered. This will result in bias.b

Remark 1.8 Web animations of perfect simulation for the dead leaves model can be
found athttp://www.warwick.ac.uk/go/wsk/abstracts/dead/ .

Remark 1.9 Other examples of occlusionCFTPinclude the Aldous-Broder algorithm for
generating random spanning trees [1, 14, 94, 97].

bHint: consider a field of view small enough for it to be covered completely by a single leaf:
argue by comparison that the forwards simulation is relatively more likely to result in a pattern
made up of just one large leaf!
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1.5 Ising CFTP

1.5 IsingCFTP

Propp and Wilson [78] showed how to make exact draws from the critical Ising model on
a finite lattice, using Sweeny’s [88] single-bond heat-bath (Huber [46] has shown how to
make this work for the full Swendsen-Wang algorithm). A simpler application uses the
single-site heat-bath sampler to get exact draws from the sub-critical Ising model. Recall
that the Ising model has probability mass function proportional to

exp

J

2

∑ ∑
i∼j

σiσj

 ,

with spinsσi = ±1, and indicesi, j running through the nodes of a square lattice. Here
J is the inverse temperature of the system, whilei ∼ j denotes that sitesi and j are
neighbours. The heat bath algorithm updates nodesi (in systematic or in random order)
according to the conditional distribution ofσi given the remainder of the configuration.
We can couple evolutions of the heat-bath algorithm in a way which is similar to our
coupling of evolutions of thebinary switchor therandom walk: calculate the conditional
probabilityp thatσi = −1, and determine the update by drawing a Uniform(0, 1) random
variableU , settingσi = +1 if U > p.
The resulting coupling is monotonic, and so we can derive classicCFTP for the Ising
model, by comparing maximal and minimal processes run from the past (the broad de-
tails of implementation are the same as for the case of the random walkCFTP illustrated
in R code above). The heat-bath algorithm works well in the sub-critical case: however
as parameters approach criticality so it takes progressively longer for coalescence to be
attained. Figure 4shows snapshots taken from the approach to coalescence for a sys-
tematic scan Gibbs sampler: snapshots of the upper process run along the top, the lower
along the bottom, and the difference is indicated in the middle. Coalescence is nearly
achieved in this run: according to theCFTP algorithm one must then re-wind back to
an earlier start-time and re-run the coupled simulations, taking care to re-use randomness
when available.
This CFTP algorithm adapts well to changes in the underlying graph structure, so long
as the model remains ferromagnetic and phase transition phenomena are avoided.c For
example consider theconditionedIsing model,d as used in image analysis applications.
In Figure 5we show the results when the Ising model is conditioned by a particular noisy
image: the conditioning can be balanced off against strong interactions between sites, as
could be predicted (of course) from theoretical considerations [58]. In this case coales-
cence is achieved already in the first run, though of course this is not guaranteed!

cCoding techniques will deal with the anti-ferromagnetic case for bi-partite graphs: as noted
above inRemark 1.5we can use thecrossover trickto deal with other cases.

dNote: the statistician’s conditioning≡ the physicist’s external magnetic field!
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1.5 Ising CFTP

Figure 4: ClassicCFTP for a sub-critical Ising model. Maximal and minimal
processes occupy the upper and lower strips: the middle strip marks the sites at
which maximal and minimal processes disagree. As agreement is not total at the
end of the simulation (at time0), it will be necessary to restart at an earlier time,
re-using randomness when available.

Figure 5: ClassicCFTP for a conditioned Ising model. Maximal and minimal
processes occupy the upper and lower strips: the middle strip marks the sites at
which maximal and minimal processes disagree. Agreement is complete at the
end of the simulation (at time0), so theCFTPalgorithm is then complete.
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1.6 Point process CFTP

Remark 1.10 Web animations of perfect simulations of conditioned Ising models can be
found at

http://www.warwick.ac.uk/go/wsk/ising-animations/ .

1.6 Point processCFTP

ClassicCFTP is not limited to discrete models, as we have already seen in the case of the
falling leaves model. We describe one further example: a perfect simulation procedure
for attractive area-interaction point processes due to Häggstr̈omet al. [42].
The area-interaction point processe was proposed by Baddeley and Van Lieshout [7] as
a model for random point patterns which can exhibit both clustering and repulsion. A
succinct definition runs as follows: weight a Poisson process realization according to the
area of the region of locations lying closer thanr to some point of the pattern:

pattern density ∝ γ−area of region within distancer of pattern. (2)

Remark 1.11 If γ > 1 then the weighting favours patterns which group points close
together (so as to reduce the area of the region); ifγ < 1 then patterns are favoured
which spread points away from each other.
If γ > 1 (attractive case only!), then the above density is proportional to the probability
that an independent Poisson process of suitable intensity places no points within distance
r of the pattern.

Hence the area-interaction point process may be represented as the random pattern of red
points generated by a point process of red and blue points, where red and blue points
are distributed as Poisson patterns conditioned to be at least distancer from blue and
red points respectively. This can be implemented as a (typically impracticable) rejection
sampler: a more practical option is to use a Gibbs sampler, which is monotonic and so
lends itself toCFTP.
Here is an illustrated step-by-step account of the Gibbs sampler.

Construct a Poisson point process (centres of
crosses).

eKnown previously to physicists as the Widom-Rowlinson model [93].
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1.6 Point process CFTP

Construct a new Poisson process (centres of
discs), but censor all points of the new process
such that a disc centred on the point overlaps
centres of crosses.

Discard the old points formed from centres of
crosses, construct a new Poisson process (cen-
tres of new crosses), but censor all points of the
new process which would fall on a disc.

The Gibbs sampler cycles repeatedly through these last two steps, and the evolving
pattern of cross centres converges in distribution to an attractive area-interaction
point process; this is a consequence of the fact noted inRemark 1.11. Notice the
duality between cross centres and centres of disks!

TheCFTPconstruction is based on the observations

• there is a partial order for state pairs

(point pattern from cross centres,point pattern from disk centres)

based on the order relationship(ξ1, η1) � (ξ2, η2) if ξ1 ⊆ ξ2 andη1 ⊇ η2;

• “highest” and “lowest” states under this ordering are(X , ∅) and(∅,X ) whereX is
the full ground space: Note that these are “pseudo-states”, and are never achieved
by the target pattern itself!

The fact that there are highest and lowest pseudo-states is the key to the rather rapid rate
of convergence exhibited by this algorithm (at least in parameter regions where there is
no phase-transition effect): the underlying Markov chain isuniformly ergodicin a sense
which we will make precise later (Definition 3.8), but which can be summarized by noting
that convergence to equilibrium will always be at least as fast as convergence to equilib-
rium from one of the two extreme pseudo-states.
Issues of re-use of randomness can be dealt with by recording the entire new Poisson
point pattern of disk centres or crosses introduced at each stage, and re-using this when
appropriate.
Neither the Gibbs sampler nor theCFTP construction work for the non-attractive case.
However we will see later (§3.4) how this may be overcome using a generalization of
classicCFTP.
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1.7 CFTP in space and time

1.7 CFTP in space and time

When interactions are sufficiently weak (certainly weak enough that phase transitions
cannot occur!) then theCFTP idea can be applied in space as well as time. In effect, one
aims to capture a fragment of a virtual simulation in perfect equilibrium, for which the
fragment is spatially limited as well as temporally limited. One does this by extending the
simulation not only backwards in time, but also outwards in space [50]. In this case the
binary searchrationalemust be modified according to the computational cost of extending
theCFTPalgorithm inbothspaceand time. Interesting related theory is to be found in
[41].
It is clear that phase transition phenomena will cause problems when we attempt to con-
ductCFTP in space as well as time; there will be a positive chance that the upper and the
lower processes for the critical or supercritical Ising model simply do not coalesce at all
if the spatial grid is being enlarged as well as extending the heat bath back in time. (Here
of course is where several of the other chapters of this monograph start their story!) The
BFA algorithm, described in§4.6, investigates further the relationship between this issue
and percolation phenomena.

1.8 Some Complements

“The conceptual ingredients ofCFTPwere in the air” [79] for a long time beforeCFTP
was formulated explicitly. For example consider:

• very early work by Kolmogorov [59]f discusses chains begun in the indefinite past;

• the use of coupling between Markov chains by Doeblin [28];

• application of coupling from the past to study queueing and storage systems (to
establish very general equilibrium theorems) in [48, 64];

• use of evolution of stochastic flows into the past not the future in [57, 61];

• the notion of stochastically recursive sequences (SRS) appearing in stochastic sys-
tems theory [34, 9, 10];

• the use of occlusion-type constructions to deliver samples from equilibrium in [1,
14];

• and genuine coupling from the past constructions used for theoretical ends in [91].

fThanks to Thorisson [92] for this reference . . . .
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1.8 Some Complements

However, it was not until Propp and Wilson [78] that everything was put together to show
the then startling fact, that these ideas could produce exact draws from equilibrium for
non-trivial Markov chains.
As §1.7 indicates,CFTP ideas can be applied in space not only in time. For another
example, in [13] it is shown how to make perfect draws (without edge effects) from clus-
tered random patterns with long-range interactions. Møller and Rasmussen [69] apply
these ideas (together with notions ofdomCFTP– see§3.4 below) to self-exciting point
processes.
Coupling and simulation are theoretical and implementational counterparts, with consid-
erable twinning between techniques on the two areas.CFTPbrings the two areas together
in a very practical way. Other practical links are mentioned below in§2.7.
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2 CFTP and regeneration

An early misconception aboutCFTP was that it could be applied only to monotonic
Markov chains. We have already seen a mild counterexample: monotonicity is not par-
ticularly evident in the“dead leaves” model(though it can be forced into a monotonic
framework using the notion of “region of occlusion”). More general treatments use ideas
of regeneration, which we now introduce.
We begin by summarizing the theory of Markov chain small sets (§2.1), a theoretical dis-
cretization method which allows us to perform small-setCFTPfor Markov chains on con-
tinuous state space (§2.2). We then survey variations on this theme: slice sampling (§2.3),
the multi-shift sampler (§2.4), catalyticCFTP(§2.5), read-onceCFTP(§2.6). These vari-
ations are all part of the tool-set for successful application ofCFTP in practice. We con-
clude with a brief discussions of some more technical complements to small-setCFTP
(§2.7).

2.1 Small sets

Suppose we desire to construct a coupling between two random variablesX, Y yielding
a maximal positive chance ofX = Y and otherwise not subject to any constraint. (This
is related to the notion ofconvergence stationnaire, or “parking convergence”, from sto-
chastic process theory.) Clearly this coupling is relevant toCFTP, where we aspire to
coalescence!
Given two overlapping probability densitiesf andg, we can implement such a coupling
(X,Y ) as follows:

• Computeα =
∫

(f ∧ g)(x) dx.

• With probabilityα return a draw ofX = Y from the density(f ∧ g)/α.

• Otherwise drawX from (f − f ∧ g)/(1− α) andY from (g − f ∧ g)/(1− α).

This is closely related to the method ofrejection samplingin stochastic simulation.
From Doeblin’s time onwards, probabilists have applied this to study Markov chain tran-
sition probability kernels:

Definition 2.1 Small set condition:LetX be a Markov chain on a state spaceX , tran-
sition kernelp(x, dy). The setC ⊆ X is a small set of orderg k if for some probability
measureν and someα > 0

p(k)(x,dy) ≥ I [C] (x)× αν(dy) . (3)

HereI [C] (x) is the indicator function for the setC.

gThe notion of theorder of a small set is understated in most textbook treatments, but is
important for the purposes ofCFTP.
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2.1 Small sets

It is helpful to contemplate the simple example of a Markov chain on the unit interval
whose transition densityp(x, y) is triangular with peak atx (Figure 6). Here the small
set is the whole state spaceX = [0, 1], of orderk = 1, α = 1/2, and with probability
measureν given by the isoceles triangle density over[0, 1].

Figure 6: The triangular kernel for a Markov chain on the unit interval. The dark
isoceles triangle corresponds to an unnormalized version of the density ofν for the
small set property arising from application ofDefinition 2.1to the entire interval.

Small sets are of major importance in the development ofCFTP, so we spend a little time
discussing their theory.
It is a central result that (non-trivial) small sets (possibly of arbitrarily high order) exist
for any modestly regular Markov chain [66, 77]. Here “non-trivial” means, has a positive
chance of being hit by the Markov chain started from a generic point. (We would need
the language ofφ-irreducibility to make this precise, which would take us too far afield.
See either of the two references cited.)
The trouble with general Markov chains is that the chain may have zero probability of
returning toany fixed starting point. However if there is a small set of order1 then we
may re-model the chain to fix this.

Theorem 2.2 Let X be a Markov chain on a (non-discrete) state spaceX , transition
kernelp(x,dy), with small setC of order 1. ThenX can be represented using a new
Markov chain onX ∪ {c}, for c a regenerative pseudo-state.

For details see [5, 76]. Higher-order small sets can be used if we are prepared to sub-
sample the chain . . . .
Small sets (perhaps of higher order) can be used systematically to attack general state
space theory using discrete state space methods [66].h

hRoberts and Rosenthal [82] also introduce “pseudo-small sets”, which relate to coupling as
small sets relate toCFTP.
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2.1 Small sets

A natural question is to ask whether we can go further, and use small sets to re-model the
chain as an entirely discrete affair. The answer is almost affirmative!

Remark 2.3 Non-trivial small sets of order1 need not exist: however they do exist if (a)
the kernelp(x,dy) has a measurable densityand(b) chain is sub-sampled ateventimes.
(Both are needed: see the example in [54].)

Figure 7: (a) A subset of the square which is free from non-null measurable rec-
tangles; (b) A kernel which is free of small sets of order1.

Figure 7shows (a) a randomized construction of a measurable subsetE of [0, 1]2, such
that ifA×B ⊆ E then Leb(A×B) = 0; (b) the support of a measurable function based
on transformed replications of this subset which provides a transition density from[0, 1],
to [0, 1], such that the density admits no (non-trivial) small sets.

Theorem 2.4 [54] If the Markov chain has a measurable transition densityp(x, y) then
the two-step densityp(2)(x, y) can be expressed (non-uniquely) as a non-negative count-
able sum

p(2)(x, y) =
∑

i

fi(x)gi(y) .

Proof (Sketch):
The key part of this proof is a mild variation on Egoroff’s Theorem:
Let p(x, y) be an integrable function on[0, 1]2. Then we can find subsetsAε ⊂ [0, 1],
increasing asε decreases, such that

(a) for any fixedAε the “L1-valued function”px is uniformly continuous onAε: for
anyη > 0 we can findδ > 0 such that∫ 1

0
|px(z)− px′(z)|dz < η

for |x− x′| < δ andx, x′ ∈ Aε.
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2.2 Small-set CFTP

(b) every pointx in Aε is of full relative density: asu, v → 0 so

Leb([x− u, x+ v] ∩Aε)/(u+ v)→ 1 .

We can use this result to show thatp(2)(x, y) has just enough near-continuity to supply a
rich variety of small sets of order2. �

This result can be used to construct a latent discrete Markov chainY in even time which
captures the time-dependence; the original chainX can be re-constructed using functions
X2n = h(Yn, Yn+1, εn), where theεn are independent and identically distributed.

2.2 Murdoch-Green small-setCFTP

Green and Murdoch [37] showed how to use small sets to carry outCFTPwhen the state
space is continuous with no helpful ordering.i

Example 2.5 It is helpful to consider small-setCFTPin nearly the simplest possible case:
recall the Markov chain triangular kernel on[0, 1] illustrated above.

At any time-step there is regeneration probability1/2 of drawing from the isoceles kernel
ν(dy); and we can couple all possible draws together so that if one uses the isoceles kernel
then so do they all. Now small-setCFTP is easy to implement: start at time−n, at each
step consider whether or not one has drawn from the isoceles kernel. There is no need
to keep record of any draws until the first coupled draw from the isoceles kernel: from
then on one can evolve the chain using the full kernel until time0. If perchance one has
failed to make a draw from the isoceles kernel, then one repeats the procedure from time
−2n; however one must then take care to ensure that for steps from time−n onwards
one re-uses the common randomness, by drawing from theresidual kernelobtained by
renormalizingp(x,dy)− (1/2)ν(dy).
In more usual cases the regeneration probability will be drastically smaller than1/2:
Green and Murdoch describe a “partitioned multi-gamma sampler”, which carries out
a more efficient small-setCFTPusing a partition of the state space by small sets.

Example 2.6 The result ofsmall-setCFTP can be re-expressed as the composition of
Geometrically many kernels (conditioned to avoid the small-set effect), with starting point
randomized by small-set distributionν.

iMurdoch and Green use the term “multi-gamma sampler” instead of “small-setCFTP”.
This arises from Lindvall’s [62] nomenclature for the kind of coupling described in§2.1. Why
“gamma”? When asked, Lindvall explains this is because he had already used alpha and beta in
his exposition . . . .
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2.3 Slice sampler CFTP

We use the notation ofDefinition 2.1, so that the small set which is the whole state space
has associated regeneration probabilityα, and regeneration distributionν(dy). Then
small-setCFTPgives the representation

π(dx) =
∞∑

r=1

α(1− α)r−1

∫
ν(dy)p̃(n)(y,dx) ,

wherep̃(n)(y,dx) is then-step kernel corresponding to the kernelp̃(y,dx) conditioned
on no regeneration:

p̃(y,dx) =
p(y,dx)− αν(dx)

1− α
.

(See [6, 11, 43].)

2.3 Slice samplerCFTP

Consider the simple task of drawing from a one-dimensional densityf(x). (Note, this
method is only interesting because it can be made to work in many dimensions . . . ) Sup-
posef is unimodal. We can defineg0(y), g1(y) implicitly by: the requirement that
[g0(y), g1(y)] is the super-level set{x : f(x) ≥ y}. The slice sampler alternates between
drawingy uniformly from [0, f(x)] and drawingx uniformly from [g0(y), g1(y)] (see
Figure 8).

Figure 8: Slice sampler constructions.

There is rapid convergence (order of530 iterations!) under a specific variation of log-
concavity [81, Theorem 12].

Example 2.7 Ideas of regeneration can be used to design aperfectslice sampler for
the case of a unimodal densityf(x) with bounded support. (The “bounded support”
condition can be lifted: see [67].)

It is necessary to figure out how to make uniform choices for two versions of the process
simultaneously, so as to preserve the partial ordering

(x, y) � (x′, y′) if f(x) ≤ f(y) , (4)
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2.4 Multi-shift sampler

but also so as to have positive chances of coalescing.Figure 9sketches out how to do
this, exploiting the properties of the uniform distribution. The example is completed by
determining how to extend the simulation backwards in time if coalescence has failed for
the current cycle.

Figure 9: Perfect slice sampling: (a) first choose height for low point, next choose
height for top point, making the two heights identical if top point height falls in
possible range for low point height; then (b) first choose horizontal location for
top point, next choose horizontal location for low point, making the two locations
identical if low point location falls in possible range for top point location.

The technical issues in the above can all be resolved using the following idea:

(a) GivenU a Uniform([0, 1]) random variable, and0 < θ < 1, we can drawV a
Uniform([0, θ]) random variable as follows: ifU ≤ θ then setV = U otherwise
drawV from the Uniform([0, θ]) distribution. So we have arranged a coupling with
V ≤ U andP [U = V ] = θ.

(b) Now suppose we are givenV ≤ U as above, and wish to drawW a Uniform([0, ψ])
random variable, withθ < ψ < 1, such thatV ≤ W ≤ U . If U ≤ ψ then set
U = W , otherwise setW = V with probabilityθ/ψ, otherwise drawW from the
Uniform((θ, ψ]) distribution. So we have arranged a coupling withV ≤ W ≤ U
andP [U = W ] = ψ, P [W = V ] = θ/ψ.

2.4 Multi-shift sampler

The following question is a simple version of one which often arises in implementation
of CFTP:

Question 2.8 How can one drawXx simultaneously from Uniform[x, x+ 1) for all x ∈
R, and couple the draws to coalesce to a countable number of different outcomes? [96].
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2.5 Catalytic CFTP

The answer is to use a randomunit span integer lattice,U+Z whereU is Uniform([0, 1)).
Then setXx to be the unique point in the intersection[x, x+ 1) ∩ (U + Z).
Wilson [96] also considers more general distributions! For example, we can express a
unimodal distribution as a mixture of uniform distributions, in a manner reminiscent of
slice sampler ideas, in several ways, as illustrated inFigure 10. Once we have expressed
the target distribution as a mixture of uniforms, say

L (X) = L (Uniform([−L,+R)))

for randomL andR, then we can draw simultaneously from the location family of distri-
butionsL (X + x) by first drawingL,R, then constructing the random lattice(U + Z)×
(L+R), then finally settingXx to be the unique point in the intersection[x−L, x+R)∩
((U + Z) × (L + R)). The method also deals with multivariate and even multi-modal
cases.

Figure 10: Two different ways of expressing a normal density as a mixture of
uniform densities.

Corcoran and Schneider [20] carry this even further, showing how to couple draws from
Uniform distributions with different ranges.

2.5 Catalytic CFTP

Breyer and Roberts [12] have devised an “automatic” variation on small-setCFTP: cat-
alytic CFTP. The underlying idea is to perform simultaneous Metropolis-Hastings updates
for all possible states, using a common Uniform[0, 1] random variableU to determine re-
jection or acceptance. For suitable proposal random fieldsΦx, it may be possible to iden-
tify when the input-output mapF(−t,0] coalesces into a finite range; moreover the choice
of construction forΦx can be varied from time point to time point. Simulations can be
viewed at

http://www.lbreyer.com/fcoupler.html .
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2.6 Read-once CFTP

2.6 Read-onceCFTP

Wilson [95] noted the following: one can build the input-output mapsF(−n,0] of Theorem
1.3from i.i.d. blocks

F(−nt,0] = F(−t,0] ◦ . . . ◦ F(−(n−1)t,(−(n−2)t] ◦ F(−nt,−(n−1)t] .

Let the blocking lengtht be chosen so that there is a positive chance of the mapB
D=

F(−t,0] being coalescent. By a simple computation, the resultingCFTPprocedure is iden-
tical to the followingforwardsprocedure:

• Repeatedly draw independent realizations ofB till a coalescent block is obtained;
note coalesced outputx.

• Repeatedly draw independent realizations ofB; while these arenot coalescent
compute the updatex← B(x).

• When a coalescent realization ofB is obtained, returnx withoutupdating!

There are strong resonances withsmall-setCFTP (the possibility of coalescentB corre-
sponds to the whole state space being a small set of ordert), especially the representation
discussed inExample 2.6, and with thedead leavesCFTPexample(one can view Wilson’s
argument as involving a re-ordering in time).

Example 2.9 The validity of read-onceCFTPfollows by establishing that the above for-
wards procedure produces a sequence ofB maps which have the same distribution as
would be produced by carrying out classicCFTP, but checking for coalescence block-by-
block.

The choice of the blocking lengtht is of course crucial! Wilson [95] explains how this
can be done, in such a way as to be competitive with ordinaryCFTP.
A feature of major importance of this method is that storage requirements are minimized:
one needs only (a) to flag whether a block is coalescent, (b) to compute the output of a
coalescent block, and (c) to track the current state of the chain as the blocks are produced.

2.7 Some Complements

We remark briefly on precursors to this idea. We have already noted the seminal nature
of the split-chain construction [5, 76]. Regeneration ideas are not new to simulation, and
have been used specifically in simulation for some time: see for example Asmussenet al.
[4] and Myklandet al. [75].
The simple and direct construction of§2.2 is rather strongly limited by the need to find
a regenerative probability measureν for the whole state space (or a finite covering of the
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2.7 Some Complements

state space by small sets, in the case of the partitioned version).j However it is a po-
tentially important tool, whether in its original form or in the variants described above,
when combined with other ideas such as the generalization ofCFTP which we will de-
scribe in the next section: small-set coalescence can be an important component of other
CFTPalgorithms, especially when seeking to couple a pair of monotonic processes which
otherwise will draw closer at only an exponential rate!
Murdoch and Rosenthal [73] use regenerative ideas to develop a useful perspective on
how one might efficiently obtain repeatedCFTP samples. Craiu and Meng [23] show
how to achieve efficiency gains by making multipleCFTPruns using antithetic sampling.
Meng [65] also suggests use of multistage sampling ideas to improveCFTPefficiency.

jBut Hobert and Robert [43] use the idea to investigate convergence forMCMC.
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3 DominatedCFTP

Up to this point all ourCFTP methods and applications have applied only to Markov
chains which are in some sense “bounded” (strictly speaking,uniformly ergodicin the
sense of Definition 3.8). We now discuss how to lift this restriction.
We begin by considering some precursor notions from queueing theory (§3.1), and then
define the important theoretical notions of uniform and geometric ergodicity (§3.2) and
discuss their relationship with classicCFTP(§3.3). This leads straight to the idea ofdom-
inatedCFTP (domCFTP), introduced in§3.4, which can apply to geometrically ergodic
(and hence “unbounded”) Markov chains. We describe this idea carefully in the sim-
ple but prototypical context of birth-death processes (§3.5) and present an application to
point processes (§3.6). We conclude by describing a general theorem on the validity of
domCFTP(§3.7).

3.1 Queues

Consider aGI/G/1 queue (intervals between customer arrivals are independent and iden-
tically distributed, as are the service times required by customers – though of course ser-
vice time and inter-arrival time have different distributions). Lindley noticed a beautiful
representation for waiting timeWn of customern in terms of servicesSn and inter-arrivals
Xn, based on the observation thatSn −Xn+1 (if positive) is the extra amount of time for
which customern+ 1 must wait as compared to customern.

Theorem 3.1 Lindley’s equation: Consider the waiting time identity for theGI/G/1
queue.

Wn+1 = max{0,Wn + Sn −Xn+1} = max{0,Wn + ηn}
= max{0, ηn, ηn + ηn−1, . . . , ηn + ηn−1 + . . .+ η1}
D= max{0, η1, η1 + η2, . . . , η1 + η2 + . . .+ ηn}

and thus we obtain the steady-state expression

W∞
D= max{0, η1, η1 + η2, . . .} .

It is an exercise in classical probability theory (SLLN / CLT / random walks) to show that
W∞ will be finite if and only ifE [ηi] < 0 or ηi ≡ 0.

Remark 3.2 Coupling andCFTPideas enter intoTheorem 3.1at the crucial time-reversal
step:

max{0, ηn, ηn + ηn−1, . . . , ηn + ηn−1 + . . .+ η1} =
D= max{0, η1, η1 + η2, . . . , η1 + η2 + . . .+ ηn}
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3.2 Ergodicity

CompareSection 1.4 on falling leaves. . . .

Remark 3.3 The problem about applying theCFTPTheorem 3.1in this context is that
we don’t knowwhichη1 + η2 + . . .+ ηn attains the supremummax{0, η1, η1 + η2, . . .}.

The point of this remark is, we could use the above to make a draw from the equilibrium
distributionW∞, if only we could tell at whichn the maximum is attained! Failing that,
Theorem 3.1suggests a simulation algorithm which approximatesW∞ from below by
Wn for largen – the issue of choice ofn corresponds to the burn-in decision forMCMC..
Notice that here we have a target distribution which is specified implicitly, as with the
dead leaves example, rather than explicitly up to a normalizing constant.
Supposing we lose independence? Loynes [64] discovered a coupling application to
queues with (for example) generaldependentstationary inputs and associated service
times, pre-figuringCFTP.

Theorem 3.4 Suppose queue arrivals follow atime-stationary point processmarked by
service times, stretching back to time−∞. Denote the arrivals and associated service
times in(s, t] byNs,t. The impact of stationarity is that the distribution of the process
{Ns,s+u : u ≥ 0} does not depend on the start-times. LetQ−T denote the behaviour
of the queue observed from time0 onwards if begun with0 customers at time−T . The
queue converges to statistical equilibrium if and only if

lim
T→∞

Q−T exists almost surely.

Remark 3.5 Stoyan [87] develops this kind of idea. See also an application to storage
problems in [48].

Example 3.6 It is informative to use simpleR statistical package scripts and elementary
calculations to investigation Lindley’s equation and theLoynes coupling.

3.2 Uniform and Geometric Ergodicity

There is a theoretical issue which forms a road block to the use ofLindley’s representation
in CFTP. Recall the notions ofuniform ergodicityandgeometric ergodicity.

Definition 3.7 A Markov chain with transition kernelp(x, ·) possessesgeometric ergod-
icity if there are constants0 < ρ < 1,R(x) > 0 with

‖π − p(n)(x, ·)‖TV ≤ R(x)ρn

for all n, for all starting pointsx.
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3.3 Classic CFTPand Uniform Ergodicity

So a chain exhibits geometric ergodicity if equilibrium is approached at a geometric rate.
Note that the geometric bound is moderated by a multiplicative factor depending on the
chain’s starting point. However . . .

Definition 3.8 A Markov chain with transition kernelp(x, ·) possessesuniform ergodic-
ity if there are constantsρ ∈ (0, 1), R > 0 not depending on the starting pointx such
that

‖π − p(n)(x, ·)‖TV ≤ Rρn

for all n, and uniformly in all starting pointsx.

So a chain exhibits uniform ergodicity if the geometric rate is not affected by the chain’s
starting point.

3.3 ClassicCFTP and Uniform Ergodicity

Uniform ergodicity corresponds loosely to “virtually finite state space”. However chains
may still be uniformly ergodic even if the state space is far from finite: the Häggstr̈om et
al. [42] chain inSection 1.6is a good example of this.
On the other hand Lindley’s theorem presents a class of examples which in general will
not be uniformly ergodic. Think for example of the case of Uniform[0, 3] inter-arrival
times, and service times deterministic and equal to1: a queue of lengthn will then take
at leastn units of time to disperse completely, and this can be used as the basis of an
argument to show failure of uniform ergodicity.
Foss and Tweedie [35] show that the (theoretical) possibility of classicCFTPis equivalent
to uniform ergodicity. For classicCFTPneedsvertical coalescence: every possible start
from time−T leads to the same result at time0, and this implies a uniformly geometric
rate of convergence to equilibrium (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Vertical coalescence (starred) for a finite-state-space Markov chain,
starting from a fixed initial time.
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3.4 Dominated CFTP

The converse, that uniform ergodicity implies the possibilityin principleof classicCFTP,
follows from small set theory.

Theorem 3.9 (After Foss and Tweedie [35]) Suppose a Markov chainX on a general
state spaceX has positive probability of hitting a specifiedsmall setC of orderk, where
the probability may depend on the starting position but is always positive.k ThenX
is uniformly ergodic if and only if classicCFTP is possiblein principle (disregarding
computational and implementation issues!).

Proof (Outline):
It is clear from theCFTPconstruction that classicCFTP forces uniform ergodicity.
On the other hand, uniform ergodicity means we can choosen such thatp(n)(x, ·) is close
to equilibrium in total variation, uniformly inx. It follows thatin principlewe can design
a split chainwhich has positive chance of applying regeneration everyn + k time steps,
and this permits construction ofsmall-setCFTP . For supposeC is the small set of order
k as given inDefinition 2.1, with π(C) > 0. Then forε→ 0 asn→∞ uniformly in x,

p(n)(x,C) ≥ (1− ε)π(C) ,

p(n+k)(x, ·) ≥ (1− ε)απ(C)ν(·) .

So we can applysmall-setCFTP to the sub-sampled Markov chainXn+k,X2(n+k), . . . .

�

Foss and Tweedie [35] also derive comparisons between moments of coalescent times and
forward coupling times.
The practical obstacle here is that we will have to gain knowledge ofp(n)(x, ·) to build
the split chain. But in general we may expectp(n)(x, ·) to be less accessible than the
equilibrium distribution itself!

3.4 DominatedCFTP

It follows from the very existence ofCFTPconstructions that all the chains discussed so
far have been uniformly ergodic. Can we lift this uniform ergodicity requirement?CFTP
almost works withhorizontal coalescenceas exhibited in theLindley representationand
illustrated inFigure 12: all sufficiently early starts from a specific location lead to the
same result at time0. But, as highlighted by the Lindley representation, the question is
howone can identify when this has happened.

kThis small-set condition is essentially a consequence ofφ-irreducibility [77], which itself is
implied by the much stronger condition of uniform ergodicity.
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3.4 Dominated CFTP

Figure 12: Horizontal coalescence starting from a fixed location: this will have
occurred if all earlier starts from this location will also coalesce by time0.

The idea of dominatedCFTP(domCFTP) is as follows: generate target chains coupled to
a dominating processfor which equilibrium is known. Domination allows us to identify
horizontal coalescence by checking starts from maxima given by the dominating process.
We set this out in a formal definition. For the sake of clarity we consider a rather simple
case, that of a discrete-time monotonic chain defined on[0,∞). (A much more general
formulation, allowing for general state space and non-monotonicity, is given below in
Theorem 3.12.)

Definition 3.10 (domCFTP) ConsiderX, an ergodic Markov chain on[0,∞). Suppose
it can be coupled as follows: for eachx ≥ 0, −t < 0 we can constructX(x,−t) to beX
begun atx at time−t, such that ifs ≥ −t, s ≥ −u, then

X(x,−t)
s ≤ X(y,−u)

s implies X
(x,−t)
s+1 ≤ X(y,−u)

s+1 .

Suppose further we can build adominating processY on [0,∞), which is stationary,
defined for all time, and coupled to theX(x,−t) by

X(x,−t)
s ≤ Ys implies X

(x,−t)
s+1 ≤ Ys+1

whenevers ≥ −t. Then the following algorithm delivers a perfect sample from the equi-
librium distribution ofX, so long as it terminates almost surely:

(1) Draw Y0 from its equilibrium distribution;

(2) SimulateY backwards in timeto time−T ;

(3) Sety = Y−T , and simulate theupper-processX−T,y and thelower-processX−T,0

forwards in time to time0 (note: these must be coupled to each other, toY , and at
later stages of the algorithm they must be coupled to other simulations ofX at the
same process time);
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3.4 Dominated CFTP

(4) If X−T,y
0 = X−T,0

0 then return their common value as a perfect draw from the
equilibrium distribution ofX. Otherwise extend the previous simulation ofY back
to time−2T , update−T to−2T , and repeat from step (3).

If we can make this work thenCFTPcan be applied to Markov chains which are merely
geometrically ergodic[17, 51, 53, 55] or worse (geometric ergodicity6= domCFTP!). The
issues are:

(a) can one draw from the equilibrium ofY ?

(b) can one simulateY backwards in time?

(c) can one simulate the upper- and lower-processes coupled both to other simulations
of X and toY as required in the definition?

(d) and, of course, will coalescence (which is to say, termination of the algorithm)
occur almost surely, and will it occur with reasonable speed?

There is considerable freedom allowed in the choice ofY , so requirements (a), (b) are not
hard to meet. The implementation of requirement (c) typically needs care; on the other
hand (d) is typically half obvious (whether coalescence is almost sure) and half empirical
(one investigates the speed by trying it out in practice!).

Theorem 3.11 [51, 53] If coalescence is almost sure thendomCFTPsamples from equi-
librium.

Proof: For simplicity we continue to suppose the target processX is monotonic, and that
it and the dominating processY are non-negative.
Let Xupper,−n, X lower,−n = X−n be versions of the target chain started at time−n at
Y (−n), 0 respectively. Let−T be the latest time such thatXupper,−T (0) = X lower,−T (0) =
X−T (0) (so−T is thecoalescence time). Now argue as inTheorem 1.3for classicCFTP:
If X converges to an equilibriumπ in total variation distTV then

distTV(L
(
X−T

0

)
, π) = lim

n
distTV(L

(
X−n

0

)
, π) = lim

n
distTV(L

(
X0

n

)
, π) = 0

hence the result. �

Thus we can use realizations of the target process started from the dominating process to
identify horizontal coalescence.
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3.5 Birth-death processes

Figure 13: DominatedCFTP. Coalescence is assured at the starred time, since all
previous starts below the dominating process are compelled to coalesce by time0.

3.5 Non-linear birth-death processes

To illustratedomCFTPin detail, we describe a simple example taken from [49]. Consider
a continuous-time non-linear birth-death processX, with transition rates

X → X + 1 at rateλX ,

X → X − 1 at rateXµ ,

for positiveλX , µ. We suppose the birth rateλX is bounded abovel by λ.
Of course it is possible to compute the equilibrium distribution using detailed balance.
However here the object of the exercise is to construct adomCFTPmethod to draw exactly
from the target distribution.
Note first that the non-linear birth-death processX can be bounded above, ordominated
by, the linear birth-death processY with transition rates

X → X + 1 at rateλ ,

X → X − 1 at rateXµ .

Heredominationmeans, if0 ≤ X(0) ≤ Y (0) then we can construct coupled copies ofX
andY such that the relationshipX ≤ Y is maintained for all time.
Indeed we can go further: given the processY then foranyx, 0 ≤ x ≤ Y (0), we can
construct a copyXx of X begun atx such that0 ≤ Xa ≤ Xb ≤ Y for all time whenever
a ≤ b ≤ Y (0).
We do this as follows.
We constructX from Y by supposing,X can have a birth only ifY has a birth, and
similarly for deaths.
Suppose to each birth incident and each death incident ofY there is attached an indepen-
dent Uniform[0, 1] randommarkU . So the construction ofX is specified by determining
for eachY incident whether or not this corresponds to anX incident.

lMonotonicity is required forλX in [49], which is unnecessarily restrictive!
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3.6 Point processes

• A birth incidentY → Y + 1 at timet with markU is allowed to generate anX
birth incident exactly when

U ≤
λX(t−)

λ
; (5)

• A death incidentY → Y − 1 at timet with markU is allowed to generate anX
death incident exactly when

U ≤ µX(t−)
µY (t−)

=
X(t−)
Y (t−)

. (6)

It is apparent fromX(t−) ≤ Y (t−) and the increasing nature ofλX ≤ λ that theU -based
criteria above use probabilitiesλX(t−)/λ ≤ 1 andX(t−)/Y (t−) ≤ 1 respectively. This
permits an inductive argument, iterating through the birth and death incidents ofY , which
showsX ≤ Y for all time, and which indeed also demonstrates0 ≤ Xa ≤ Xb ≤ Y if
0 ≤ Xa(0) ≤ Xb(0) ≤ Y (0).
Now carry out theCFTP construction, but making starts at times−n, −2n, . . . using a
stationary realization of the dominating process, as inDefinition 3.10, rather than the
top-most state. To do this it is necessary to be able to

(1) draw from the equilibrium of the dominating process (easy here: detailed balance
identifies the equilibrium distribution as Geometric);

(2) simulate the reversed process in equilibrium (easy here: by detailed balance the
process is reversible).

The remaining requirements ofDefinition 3.10are assured by the construction given
above. An illustration of the result is given inFigure 14.
This example is rather trivial (in this case equilibrium is best simulated using a formula for
the equilibrium distribution derived from considerations of detailed balance!). However
similar examples can deal with cases where no formula for equilibrium is known (for
example, perpetuities); moreover it is straightforward to introduce a spatial component to
the birth-death process, which we discuss next.

3.6 Point processes

DominatedCFTPactually works on non-monotonic processes as well. For example, it can
be applied to both attractive and repulsive area-interaction point processes [49, 51, 53]:
using as target chain aspatial birth-and-death process, which give birth to points at a
rate determined by the local interaction with pre-existent points, and which kills points at
unit rate per point. This allows the use ofdomCFTPin a manner very similar to that of
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3.7 A general theorem for domCFTP

Figure 14: A birth-death example ofdomCFTP. Top curve is dominating process.
Successive pairs of upper and lower processes generate shaded regions which
sandwich earlier realizations: the earliest pair in the diagram produces coales-
cence.

Section 3.5, but with Uniform[0, 1] marks replaced bygeometricmarks which are Poisson
clusters, as described in [49] and exploitingExercise 1.11as well as an analogue for the
case of repulsion.m SeeFigure 15for an illustration.
It is of interest in stochastic geometry that this expresses such point processes as explicit
but highlydependent thinningsof Poisson point processes.
How exactly is the method ofdomCFTP(or indeedCFTP in general) adapted to non-
monotonic cases? We can use thecrossover trick[51], which we explain in the context of
repulsivearea interactionγ < 1. Create two chains to bound the target chainX above (by
Xupper) and below (byX lower). Cross over the rules for birth: a proposed point is born in
Xupper if it would pass the test forX lower, andvice versa. Then automatically

X lower ⊆ X ⊆ Xupper

soCFTPcan be applied. A general formulation for point processes is given in [53].
See also Huber’s [45] use of “swap moves” in the context of bounding chains, which he
uses to estimate a rapid-mixing regime. If the birth proposal is blocked by just one point,
then replace the blocking point by the new proposal in aswap, with swap probabilitypswap

which we are free to choose; and adjust the bounding chains accordingly; this results in a
provable speed-up of theCFTPalgorithm.

3.7 A general theorem fordomCFTP

Moving from CFTP to domCFTPsuggests still further abstraction. This is helpful, for
example, when consideringCFTP for conditionedpoint processes as in [17]: it can be

mSandeep Shah was the first to implement this, in his 2004 Warwick PhD thesis.
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3.7 A general theorem for domCFTP

Figure 15: DominatedCFTP for attractive area-interaction point process with
geometric marking using Poisson processes in disks. Dark disks are in both the
lower process and the upper process; lighter disks are in the upper process (there
are also some pale and ghostly disks corresponding to points which did not even
get into the upper process!). Interaction is expressed by marking each disk with a
Poisson cluster: on birth the cluster in a new disk must be covered by the current
union of disks.
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3.8 Some Complements

convenient to allow the upper- and lower-processes to move out of the conditioned state
space.
LetX be a Markov chain onX which is ergodic and in statistical equilibrium.
Embed the state spaceX in a partially ordered space(Y,�) so thatX is at thebottomof
Y, in the sense that for anyy ∈ Y, x ∈ X ,

y � x implies y = x .

We may then use the methods ofTheorem 1.3 (CFTP) andTheorem 3.11 (domCFTP) to
show:

Theorem 3.12 Define a Markov chainY onY such thatY evolves asX after it hitsX ;
let Y (−u, t) be the value att of a version ofY begun at time−u,

(a) of fixed initial distribution:
L (Y (−T,−T )) = L (Y (0, 0)), and

(b) obeyingfunnelling:
if −v ≤ −u ≤ t thenY (−v, t) � Y (−u, t).

Suppose coalescence occurs:P [Y (−T, 0) ∈ X ] → 1 asT → ∞. ThenlimY (−T, 0)
can be used for aCFTPdraw from the equilibrium ofX.

3.8 Some Complements

Murdoch [74] points out aMCMC algorithm can beforcedto becomeuniformly ergodic
by altering the move to allow a small chance of anindependence samplermove. This
procedure forces the whole state-space to become small, and will be effective for suit-
able low-dimensional examples: however it is not clear how to implement it for point
processes, for instance.
The crossover trick is generalized in [53], to cover cases where monotonicity is absent
(see also Huber [46] on bounding chains); Ḧaggstr̈om and Nelander [40] apply the trick
to lattice systems.
Ambler and Silverman [2, 3] describe a practical method for implementingdomCFTPfor
certain systems for which interaction is neither monotonic nor anti-monotonic, and apply
this to generalized area-interaction point processes and thence to wavelet models with
dependent coefficients. See also Holmes and Mallick [44], who applyclassic CFTPto
the case of models with independent coefficients.
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4 Theory and connections

CFTP is not the only method of perfect simulation. Here we describe a different method,
due to Fill. We begin by discussing a historical predecessor, Siegmund duality (§4.1); we
use this to explain Fill’s method (§4.2). We then describe a striking relationship recently
introduced between Fill’s method andCFTP (§4.3), which shows the first is actually a
conditioned version of the second.
We then turn to questions of efficiency – whetherCFTPcan always be competitive with an
idealizedMCMC implementation which somehow just knows how long the burn-in period
should be (§4.4). Finally we consider the link betweendomCFTPand geometric ergod-
icity (§4.5), and briefly present yet another variant onCFTP, the Backwards-Forwards
Algorithm (§4.6), which has strong links todomCFTP.

4.1 Siegmund duality

An important alternative toCFTPmakes fuller use of the notion oftime reversal, as in the
dead-leaves example, andSection 3.1 on queues.We begin with a beautiful duality.

Theorem 4.1 (Siegmund duality) SupposeX is a process on[0,∞). When is there an-
other processY satisfying the following?

P [Xt ≥ y|X0 = x] = P [Yt ≤ x|Y0 = y] (7)

Answer [86]: exactly whenX is (suitably regular and)stochastically monotone: x ≤ x′

implies
P [Xt ≥ y|X0 = x] ≤ P

[
Xt ≥ y|X0 = x′

]
.

Proof (Outline):
UseEquation (7)to check monotonicity, and Fubini’s Theorem to derive the Chapman-
Kolmogorov equations. �

Remark 4.2 If X is not stochastically monotone thenEquation (7)will yield negative
transition probabilities forY !

Remark 4.3 It is a consequence ofEquation (7)thatY is absorbed at0, andX at∞.

Remark 4.4 Intuition: think of the Siegmund dual this way. For fixedT , represent the
X(x) begun at differentx in a coupling as a monotonic stochastic flow (use stochastic
monotonicity!) over the time interval[0, T ], and considerY in terms of a kind of time-

reversed dual flowZ coupled toX, using for exampleZ(y)
t,0 = inf{u : X(u)

t ≥ y} (see
[19]).
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4.2 Fill’s method

4.2 Fill’s method

This beautiful idea grew into a method of simulation, and then a method of perfect simu-
lation, Fill’s method [31], which is an alternative toCFTP. It is based on the notion of a
strong uniform timeT [24] and associated notions ofset-valued duals. Fill’s method con-
sidered on its own is harder to explain thanCFTP: we describe it in the simplest context
of monotonicity, with state space the unit interval[0, 1].
As described inRemark 4.4, we can view Siegmund duality in terms of a monotonic
stochastic flow forX(x)

t , and a time-reversed dual flowZ.

RunX from the minimal state0 at time0, forwards to timeT .

Now run the coupled Siegmund dualZ from the maximal state1 at timeT back-
wards in timeandcoupled to the previously realized path ofX, backwards to time
0.

If Z(1)
T,0 = 0 (the minimal state) then returnX(T ).

Otherwise repeat the algorithm.

In factZ is really a set-valued process:Z(y)
T,0 represents the set of all initial valuesx which

are mapped by the flowX to within the interval[0, y] at timeT . (This is the key to
removing the monotonicity restriction.)
Despite its complexity, Fill’s method has advantages too:

• it can provideuser-interruptibility, subject to suitable implementation (perfect draws
are not biased by censoring draws which take longer than a specified threshold);

• as we will see, it can be viewed as a conditional version ofCFTP, and the condi-
tioning can be used to speed up the algorithm.

4.3 FMMR and CFTP

Fill’s method is at first sight quite different fromCFTP. However Fillet al. [33] establish
a profound and informative link withCFTP– for which reason it is now conventional to
refer to Fill’s method as theFMMR method. We explain this method using “blocks” as
input-output maps for a chain, as in our description ofRead-onceCFTP in §2.6.
First recall thatCFTPcan be viewed in a curiously redundant fashion as follows:

Draw from equilibrium X(−T ) and run forwards;

continue to increaseT until X(0) is coalesced;

return X(0); note that by constructionT andX(0) are independent ofX(−T ).
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4.3 FMMR

Figure 16illustrates this construction, in which we perversely draw from the equilibrium
(the very thing we are trying to achieve by this method), only to discard the draw in the
course of the algorithm!

Figure 16: A representation of classicCFTPusing a sequence of blocks.

Key observation: By construction,X(0) andT are independent ofX(−T ), so we can
condition on their values!

Condition on a convenientX(0);

RunX backwards to a fixed time−T ;

Draw blocks conditioned on theX transitions;

If coalescencethen return X(−T ) else repeat.

The construction is illustrated inFigure 17. Viewing this as a conditional form of the
perverse representation ofCFTPabove, it follows that the returned value is a perfect draw
from the desired equilibrium. Note that in this formulation there is no need to assume
the target processX is at all monotonic. The set-valued dual flowZ is produced by the
input-output maps. Note that the flow of time is reversed with respect to the description
of Fill’s method in Section 4.2.

Figure 17: IllustratingFMMR using blocks. The top row represents the operation
of running X backwards in time from a fixed starting point. The second row
represents the procedure of extending this reversed path to a sequence of input-
output blocks, for which one must then test coalescence.

This makes it apparent that there are gains to be obtained overCFTPby careful selection
of the convenientX(0). These gains can be dramatic! (See for example [27].)
It is natural to ask whetherFMMR anddomCFTPcan somehow be combined.

Question 4.5 Is there an effectivedominatedversion of Fill’s method?
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4.4 Efficiency

It is possible to devise such a combination in a rather straightforward manner, but imple-
mentation appears to lead to substantial theoretical difficulties in all but the most trivial of
examples.

4.4 Efficiency and the price of perfection

How efficientmight CFTP be? When there is strong enough monotonicity then useful
bounds have been derived – even as early as the Propp-Wilson paper [78]. In the case
of monotonicCFTPon a finite partially ordered space, Propp and Wilson [78] present a
strong bound. Let̀ be the longestchain in the space; letT ∗ be the coalescence time, let

d(k) = max
x,y
{P (k)

x − P (k)
y } .

Then
P [T ∗ > k]

`
≤ d(k) ≤ P [T ∗ > k] , (8)

soCFTP is within a factor of being as good as possible.
In generalCFTP hasto involve coupling, usually co-adapted.n One expects co-adapted
coupling to happen at some exponential rate, and convergence to equilibrium(in total
variation norm distTV !) likewise. From theCoupling Inequality (1)we know that coupling
cannot happen faster than convergence to equilibrium. But can it happen at a strictly
slower rate? and for relatively simple Markov chains? Coupling can be used to find out
about this coupling problem [16]! Here is a sketch of the argument.
Suppose we have the following asymptotics for a continuous-time Markov chain, holding
larget:

|pt(x1, y)− pt(x2, y)| ≈ c2 exp(−µ2t)

while
P [τ > t|X(0) = (x1, x2)] ≈ c exp(−µt) .

(Such exponential rates are typical for many Markov chains.) The standard coupling
argument then leads to

|pt(x1, y)− pt(x2, y)| =
= |P [X1(t) = y|X1(0) = x1]− P [X2(t) = y|X2(0) = x2]| =
|P [X1(t) = y|τ > t,X1(0) = x1]− P [X2(t) = y|τ > t,X2(0) = x2]|

× P [τ > t|X(0) = (x1, x2)]

nBut Huber has an example which uses non-co-adapted coupling!
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4.4 Efficiency

Now we proceed to a coupling of couplings! LetX∗ be a independently coupled copy of
X but transposed so as to begin at(x2, x1):

|P [X1(t) = y|τ > t,X1(0) = x1]− P [X2(t) = y|τ > t,X2(0) = x2] |
= |P [X1(t) = y|τ > t,X(0) = (x1, x2)]−

P [X∗
1 (t) = y|τ∗ > t,X∗(0) = (x2, x1)] |

≤ P [σ > t|τ > t, τ∗ > t,X(0) = (x1, x2)] (≈ c′ exp(−µ′t))

for σ the time whenX,X∗ couple.
Thusµ2 ≥ µ′ + µ, with µ2 > µ if X,X∗ couple at exponential rateµ′.

Remark 4.6 So co-adapted coupling is strictly slower than convergence to equilibrium
when a pair of co-adapted coupled chains can transpose before coupling (the opposite of
monotonicity!).

See [16] for more on this.Figure 18presents a continuous-time Markov chain for which it
may be shown that there arenoco-adapted couplings which occur as fast as the approach
to equilibrium: Cranston and Mountford [72] describes a still simpler example!

Figure 18: A Markov chain for which there is no efficient co-adapted coupling.

Remark 4.7 [60] gives a computer-science type example involving graph-matchings:
coupling becomesmuchslower than convergence to equilibrium as problem-size increases.

Of course, this barrier may be overcome by using non-co-adapted couplings: it is an
interesting question as to how far it is practical to do this in general.
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4.5 Foster-Lyapunov conditions

4.5 DominatedCFTP and Foster-Lyapunov conditions

An application which mixesdomCFTPand small-setCFTP is described in [21]. The
upper envelope process must be formulated carefully: when the dominating process visits
a small set, then one can attempt small-set coupling; however one must take care to ensure
that the dominating process remains dominating when small-set coupling is attempted and
fails!
There are similarities to Foster-Lyapunov conditions for assessinggeometric ergodicity
etcfor Markov chains. Such conditions use a Lyapunov functionΛ to deliver a controlled
supermartingale off a small set.
We begin by discussing a Foster-Lyapunov condition for positive-recurrence.

Theorem 4.8 [66] Positive-recurrence on a setC holds ifC is a small setand one can
find a constantβ > 0, and a non-negative functionΛ bounded onC such that for all
n > 0

E [Λ(Xn+1)|Xn] ≤ Λ(Xn)− 1 + β I [Xn ∈ C] . (9)

Proof: Let N be the random time at whichX first (re-)visitsC. It sufficeso to show
E [N |X0] < Λ(X0) + constant< ∞ (then use small-set regeneration together with the
upper bound on the subsequent value ofΛ(X) provided byInequality (9)).
By iteration of (9), we may deduceE [Λ(Xn)|X0] <∞ for all n.
If X0 6∈ C then (9) tells usn 7→ Λ(Xn∧N )+n∧N defines a nonnegative supermartingale
(I

[
X(n∧N) ∈ C

]
= 0 if n < N ) . Consequently

E [N |X0] ≤ E [Λ(XN ) +N |X0] ≤ Λ(X0) .

If X0 ∈ C then the above can be used to show

E [N |X0] = E [1× I [X1 ∈ C]|X0] + E [E [N |X1] I [X1 6∈ C]|X0]
≤ P [X1 ∈ C|X0] + E [1 + Λ(X1)|X0]
≤ P [X1 ∈ C|X0] + Λ(X0) + β

where the last step usesInequality (9)applied whenI [Xn−1 ∈ C] = 1. �

Now we consider a strengthened Foster-Lyapunov condition forgeometric ergodicity.

Theorem 4.9 [66] Geometric ergodicity holds if one can find asmall setC, positive
constantsλ < 1, β, and a functionΛ ≥ 1 bounded onC such that

E [Λ(Xn+1)|Xn] ≤ λΛ(Xn) + β I [Xn ∈ C] . (10)

oThis martingale approach can be reformulated as an application of Dynkin’s formula.
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4.5 Foster-Lyapunov conditions

Proof: DefineN as inTheorem 4.8.
Iterating (10), we may deduceE [Λ(Xn)|X0] < ∞ and more specifically we may infer
that

n 7→ Λ(Xn∧N )/λn∧N

is a nonnegative supermartingale. Consequently

E
[
Λ(XN )/λN |X0

]
≤ Λ(X0) .

Using the facts thatΛ ≥ 1, λ ∈ (0, 1) and Markov’s inequality we deduce

P [N > n|X0] ≤ λnΛ(X0) ,

which delivers the required geometric ergodicity. �

It is tempting to try to define a dominating process usingΛ, especially if one notes the
work of Rosenthal [85] on quantitative convergence rates. The expectation inequality of
supermartingale-type,

E [Λ(Xn+1)|Xn] ≤ λΛ(Xn) + β I [Xn ∈ C] ,

is enough to control the rate at whichX visitsC, but fordomCFTPbased on the ordering
implied byΛ we require well-behaveddistributionalbounds on the families of distribu-
tions

Dx = {L (Λ(Xn+1|Xn) : Xn = u,Λ(u) ≤ Λ(x)} ,
and it is easy to construct badly behaved examples.

Example 4.10 There is a Markov chain on[0,∞) which satisfies the conditions ofThe-
orem 4.9, usingΛ(x) = x andC = {0}, but such thatany Λ-dominating process for
X (a processU for which Λ(Un+1) ≥ Λ(Xn+1) wheneverΛ(Un) ≥ Λ(Xn)) must be
transient! (see [52, §3].)

However this issue can be circumvented using sub-sampling.

Theorem 4.11 [52] If a Markov chainX is geometrically ergodic then it is possible to
construct a dominating process based on aFoster-Lyapunov criterion (10), and hence to
build a particular kind ofdomCFTPalgorithm, for some sub-sampled versionXk, X2k,
. . . .

Of course, just as for theFoss-Tweedie Theorem 3.9, this algorithm will not be practical!
However it is of interest that the constructed dominating process is in some sense “univer-
sal”: it can be chosen to be the work-load process for aD/M/1 queue with parameters
depending only on theλ in the relevantFoster-Lyapunov condition (10).p

pIt is natural to ask whether this result can be extended, by analogy with theFoss-Tweedie The-
orem 3.9, to show equivalence between suitabledomCFTPalgorithms and some kind of ergodicity
criterion: this is now being pursued at Warwick.
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4.6 BFA algorithm

4.6 Backward-forward algorithm

A careful look atdomCFTPfor the area-interaction process,or generalizations to other
point processes as described in [53], shows that the construction is as follows:

• build a space-time Poisson process offree points;

• convert free points into initial points for time-like line segments, hence constructing
a space-time birth and death process;

• mark the free points independently;

• apply a causal thinning procedure in time order;

• domCFTPsucceeds if the time-zero result (the set of points retained under thinning
at time zero) of this thinning procedure stabilizes when thinning begins far enough
back in time; apply a binary search procedure to capture a time early enough to
ensure stabilization at time zero.

Ferńandezet al. [30] describe a variant of perfect simulation (Backwards-Forwards Algo-
rithm, or BFA) which avoids the need to use binary search to iterate back through succes-
sive starts−T ,−2T ,−4T , . . . .

• Conduct a recursivebackwards sweep, identifying all the free points (ancestors)
which by thinning might conceivably influence subsequent points already identified
as potentially influencing points in the region of interest;

• Work forwards through time in aforwards sweep,q thinning out ancestors to obtain
the required perfect sample at time zero (assuming the previous backwards sweep
has generated only finitely many ancestors).

Instead of coalescence, we now require sub-criticality of theoriented percolationimplicit
in the backwards sweep; computable conditions arise from standard branching process
comparisons, and these conditions will generally apply under sufficiently weak interac-
tions.
TheBFAgeneralizes easily to deal with space windows of infinite volume processes (com-
pare the “space-timeCFTP” mentioned inSection 1.7). r

An enlightening theoretical example arises if one reformulates the Ising model using
Peierlscontours(lines separating±1 values). As is well known, these form a “non-
interacting hard-core gas”, interacting by perimeter exclusion, to which the Backwards-
Forwards Algorithm may in principle be applied: see [29].

qThe forwards sweep is deterministic given the free points and marks.
rFerńandezet. al. point out [30], especially for infinite volume processes there is a “user-

impatience” bias for which they estimate the effects.
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4.7 Some Complements

Example 4.12 BFA can be used to implement a perfect simulation of the Peierls contour
model for low temperature Ising models.

4.7 Some Complements

Thönnes [89] shows how to apply Fill’s method to theHäggstr̈om et al. method (§1.6)
for perfect simulation of the area-interaction point process. Møller and Schladitz [70]
demonstrate its application to random fields, including anti-monotonic cases.
CFTP can also be used as a supplement to more empiricalMCMC. We have already
mentioned the use of small setCFTPby Hobert and Robert [43] (§2.7). Berthelsen and
Møller [8] usedomCFTPas a component in a more conventionalMCMC approach to
analysis of interacting point processes; [56] apply the idea of checking for coupling from
maximal and minimal states so as to assure oneself that equilibrium has been achieved.
CFTP, domCFTP, BFA, andFMMR should not be supposed to exhaust the possibilities
of perfect simulation! Recently Fill and Huber have introduced therandomness recycler
[32], which allows a more systematic scan of the stochastic system to be simulated.
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